Abstract—This paper presents a comparative eigenvalue analysis of the stability characteristics and small signal dynamics of four different control strategies for Synchronous Machine Emulation (SME) by power electronic converters, considering a Synchronous Machine (SM) as the benchmark system. The four SME techniques are selected to represent the most established general approaches for emulating the inertial characteristics of SMs in the control of power electronic converters. The small-signal stability analysis is based on the analysis of system eigenvalues, including evaluation of participation factors and parametric sensitivities. All the investigated techniques can be tuned to obtain similar inertial dynamics under grid frequency variations, but exhibit differences in other small-signal characteristics due to the distinct control system implementations. Among the analyzed cases, the current-controlled virtual synchronous machine has the highest damping of the most oscillatory mode. However, the study shows that the most oscillatory modes of the other techniques are associated with the LCL impedance, and could be further attenuated by active damping techniques.


I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing penetration of converter-interfaced generation systems in a power system may lead to challenges for the frequency control because power electronic converters do not inherently contribute to the inertia of the power system [1], [2]. To compensate for this emerging problem, power converters can be controlled to support the grid by providing inertial behavior and primary reserve. Therefore, several control strategies for synchronous machine emulation (SME) by grid-connected converters have emerged during the last decade, as for instance reviewed in [3]–[5].

Although the potential benefits of providing virtual inertia properties from power electronic converters are becoming well known, there is a lack of a clear criteria to choose the right implementation for a given application. This is mainly because the implementations reported in the literature have usually been studied separately for specific applications. Although some comparative studies have been recently published, they have mainly been based on internal comparison of various SME techniques under a specific range of operating conditions [6]–[8]. Thus, a comprehensive characterization or mapping of the different SME techniques against a common benchmark, and corresponding comparative results that can be used as a basis for choosing the right implementation for any given application, are not explicitly available in the literature.

As a step towards a generalized comparative evaluation, this paper presents an assessment of the performance and stability characteristics of four identifiable general classes of SMEs: frequency-derivative (df/dt)-based Inertia Emulation (IE), synchronverters (SV), current-controlled virtual synchronous machines (CCVSM) and voltage-controlled virtual synchronous machines (VCVSM). The comparative evaluation is presented with a grid-connected Synchronous Machine (SM) as a general benchmark, whose typical configuration can be observed in Fig. 1(a). As shown in the figure the SM is driven by a turbine, which is in turn controlled by a governor driven by an active power controller (APC). The reactive power controller (RPC) sets the reference for the exciter, which adapts the rotor voltage of the SM. Fig. 1(b), on the other hand, shows the configuration of a three-phase voltage-source converter (VSC) connected to the grid through a passive LC filter, and controlled by an SME technique to emulate the behaviour of an SM.

In the following, we first revisit in Section II the basic modeling and control of SMs and review the most relevant characteristics of the four evaluated types of SME strategies. Based on the presented configurations, Section III introduces the procedure for deriving small-signal models in the dq-domain, lists the most relevant conditions for these derivations and presents a validation of the derived models as a basis for subsequent analyses. The model validation is obtained by comparing the time-domain response of the linearized small-signal models with the original non-linear systems by simulation of small disturbances. In Section IV, the assessment of the stability of the evaluated systems is carried out by studying their eigenvalues and the corresponding properties, such as their damping, their participation factors and their sensitivity to parameter variations. Finally, Section V concludes with the most important remarks of the research.

II. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF SME TECHNIQUES

SME control strategies are inspired by the operational characteristics of classical synchronous generators employed to regulate the frequency and voltage of electric grids. Therefore, these techniques are generally designed to emulate the swing equation that determines the electromechanical behaviour of
A. Small-signal modelling

In frequency-derivative-based IE techniques, the reference power change can be calculated from the frequency derivative. This approximation will be used in islanded systems without physical inertia [3].

Therefore, IE-controlled converters should be considered as grid-supporting devices [10].

SME methods relying on simulation of a virtual swing equation can ensure the same operational flexibility as SMs, which means they operate as grid-forming devices. Thus, they are classified in the following as Virtual Synchronous Machines (VSMs). Such VSM-based SME techniques can be implemented in many different ways, and the simulated SM model can be expressed to provide either a current reference or a voltage reference for the control of the power electronic converter [3], [4]. The specific case where a simulated SM model provides a voltage reference used directly for Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) of the converter output voltage is usually labelled as a synchronverter, as introduced in [11], or as a Virtual Synchronous Generator (VSG) when based on the implementation presented in [12]. The other commonly applied approaches for VSM-based control rely on the simulated SM model configured to provide either current references or voltage references for closed loop current or voltage control of the converter, respectively.

On the basis of these considerations, SME techniques can be generally classified in four main groups:

- Inertia-emulation (IE) based on the grid frequency derivative [13]–[15]
- Synchronverter (SV) [11], [16]
- Current-controlled virtual synchronous machine (CCVSM) [6], [7], [17]
- Voltage-controlled virtual synchronous machine (VCVSM) [18]–[20]

Even though we can find several varieties of these techniques in the literature, the aim of this paper is to evaluate the core structure of the most employed controllers. Therefore the analyzed techniques do not include any additional loop for secondary purposes such as current limitation or active damping of resonances. The main characteristics of the techniques studied in this paper and references for the assumed implementations are collected in Tab. I. In addition, Fig. 2 illustrates their detailed control diagrams including the most relevant variable names.

III. SMALL-SIGNAL MODELLING AND VALIDATION OF SME CONTROL STRATEGIES

Comparison of the SM operation and SME controlled power converters is conducted in two different ways, following a similar methodology for modelling and model validation as in [22]. Firstly, we evaluate the dynamic behaviour by simulation under different disturbances in this section. These simulations serve not only to observe the response of each analyzed system, but also to verify the analytical models by comparison with a non-linear circuit-based simulation model. Subsequently, we will identify the characteristics of each SME implementation in terms of their small-signal dynamics.

A. Small-signal modelling

In order to carry out the small-signal analysis we first derive the state equations that define the dynamics of the analyzed
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control technique</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Main characteristics</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inertia-emulation based on the grid frequency derivative</td>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Power reference calculated from an assumed swing equation, Output frequency usually estimated by a PLL, A frequency droop is included for power sharing purposes, Significant low-pass filtering of the frequency usually required because of the derivative term, Damping term equivalent to a frequency droop, Power references are recalculated into current references by means of the measured voltage</td>
<td>[13], [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronverter</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>Active power control based on a frequency droop and a virtual swing equation, Damping term equivalent to a frequency droop, Does not include voltage or current regulators, so it cannot inherently limit the current, The steady-state frequency is externally fixed for the assumed implementation</td>
<td>[11], [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current-controlled virtual synchronous machine</td>
<td>CCVSM</td>
<td>Active power control based on a frequency droop and a virtual swing equation, Damping term based on an estimated frequency, Simplified electrical model of a SM in the controller, which provides current references, Does not include a PLL for synchronization in the assumed implementation</td>
<td>[7], [17], [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage-controlled virtual synchronous machine</td>
<td>VCVSM</td>
<td>Active power control based on a frequency droop and a virtual swing equation, Damping term based on the frequency estimated by a PLL, Includes a quasi-stationary virtual ( RL ) impedance, Assumed implementation includes a PLL to determine the steady-state output frequency</td>
<td>[19], [20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 2: Studied SME controller structures
the use of linear techniques for stability analyses. The validity and accuracy of the linearized models for representing the dynamics of the investigated configurations in response to small perturbations is confirmed by comparison to the simulated time-domain response of the non-linear circuit-based models used as starting point for the derivation. These simulations also illustrate the dynamic response of the excited modes in each of the investigated cases. For the sake of brevity and readability, and due to space constraints, we do not include the analytical development of the SM and SME controlled converters. The reader is referred to the diagrams illustrated in Fig. 2 and the models presented in [7], [11], [13], [19], [23] for more details about the state-space modelling of the investigated systems.

B. Parameter values and assumed conditions

Most of the parameters employed for the analyses in the following sections are gathered from [7], [19], [23]. However, we have modified some of the parameters to carry out a fair comparative evaluation of their properties. In this sense, we have adjusted the damping term \( K_D \) and the virtual inertia \( (H) \) of the techniques so that their steady-state and transient responses (i.e. the rate of change of the output frequency or RoCoF) under grid frequency perturbations are similar.

The parameters that are shared for the SM-based generator and SME-controlled converters are listed in Table II, as for instance the base values for the per unit calculations or the reference values for the controllers. Similarly, Table III lists the parameter values that are specific to each of the analyzed systems. The results shown in the next sections are obtained considering the following conditions:

1) The reactive power controllers are not considered in the study. They are disabled by setting the reactive power reference \( q_{ref} \) and the droop gain \( K_q \) to zero.

2) All the analyzed models are linearized at a steady-state point of operation of \( p = 0.5 \) p.u., while the simulations are started at a different operating condition before a disturbance that will bring the systems back to the linearization point is imposed.

3) The delay resulting from the PWM operation of the converter is modelled as a second order transfer function according to the Padé approximation proposed in [24].

4) The model of the SM is a fifth-order model that takes into account the damper windings of the machine and is obtained from [9], [23].

5) In the case of the IE and VCVSM control the PLL is composed by a classical PI controller that locks to the filter capacitor voltage by regulating its \( q \)-axis voltage component, \( v_{oc} \), to zero.

6) A constant dc-link voltage or an ideal compensation for measured dc voltage in the calculation of the modulation index according to [25] is assumed. Thus, the dynamics of the ac-side are assumed to be effectively decoupled from the dc-side of the converter.

7) For all the cases, the switching frequency is assumed to be 5 kHz.

C. Model validation and performance evaluation

In order to study the performance of each controller and to ensure the validity of the derived small-signal models for the consequent eigenvalue analysis, we simulate these models against the original non-linear models and compare their behaviour under reference power and grid frequency variations.

1) Active power reference variation: Fig. 3 shows the output power and angular speed of the SM for a 0.1 p.u. variation of the power reference \( p_{ref} \). The curves show that the small-signal state-space model and the original non-linear model coincide for this perturbation, which corroborates that the linearized state-space model is accurately representing the dynamics of the system in the region around the linearization point. The small-signal model of the SM is therefore adequate for the eigenvalue-based stability analysis.

As shown by the results in Fig. 3, the output power of the SM stabilizes to a constant value of 0.5 p.u. after a low-frequency oscillatory transient, which demonstrates that the active power of the machine is correctly controlled to the reference value. It can also be noticed that the rotor speed or equivalent frequency \( \omega \) has a small oscillation with the same frequency and damping as the oscillations in the power, before it returns to the initial value of 1.0 p.u.

Fig. 4 shows the same curves for the four types of SME control. As can be seen from the figure, all curves show a very good agreement between the non-linear and the developed small-signal models. Moreover, from these results we can conclude that SME controlled converters do not experience...
the poorly damped low frequency oscillations observed in the SM, and their response over a reference power variation is much smoother in comparison. This is largely because a much higher damping can be selected for the emulation of the swing equation in the SME techniques than what is a reasonable equivalent damping of a SM where the parameters are determined by the electromagnetic design. Furthermore, the SME techniques do not depend on a slow governor like the SM.

The SV, CCVSM and VCVSM show a similar behaviour with only minor differences in their overshoot and the time they require to reach the steady-state operation. However, the time response can be adapted by varying the emulated inertia and damping factor of the swing equation included in their control strategies.

The IE algorithm has a different transient response compared to the VSM-based SME techniques. In this case, when we apply the power reference step, the IE-controlled VSC suddenly increases its output power. This is also reflected in the frequency of the controller, which in this case corresponds to the frequency of the PLL. This instantaneous variation occurs because of how the swing equation is employed in each approach, as explained in previous sections. Therefore, it is important to note that the SV, CCVSM and VCVSM control provide inertial behaviour when the power reference is changed, whereas IE techniques reproduce almost instantaneously—i.e. without inertial behaviour—this variation in the output of the converter.

2) Grid frequency variation: In this case we evaluate the SM and SME controlled converters for a 0.4% grid frequency variation. Fig. 5 shows the dynamic response of the SM-based generator output power and rotor speed for this perturbation. Both curves show a very oscillatory response with an oscillation frequency of approximately 2.4 Hz. These results indicate that the weakly-damped dominant eigenvalues of the system are significantly excited by the grid frequency step, which will be analyzed in detail in the next section.

For the SME-controlled converters, the dynamic response under the same grid frequency variation is shown in Fig. 6. In this case the four control strategies provide a similar inertial behaviour under the frequency perturbation. The SV, CCVSM and VCVSM exhibit a slightly higher overshoot than the IE technique. Apart from that, the four controllers generate a similar rate of change in the output frequency and their steady-state points of operation are very close. Referring back to the parameters defined for the SME techniques in Table III, some of the differences between the four techniques are due to the selection of parameters. Although some parameters have been adapted to obtain a similar dynamic behaviour of the four techniques under grid frequency variations, the different schemes do not inherently provide equal response with the same parameters and an exhaustive analysis of the parameter tuning is beyond the scope of this comparative analysis.

IV. EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS OF SME TECHNIQUES

One of the most classical approaches for small-signal stability assessment is to study the eigenvalues of the state matrix A of the linearized state-space model. The attributes of these eigenvalues, such as their damping factor, their oscillation frequencies or their sensitivity to parameter variations provide useful information about the dynamic properties of the system.
and facilitate the design/adaptation of controllers to improve these properties [9].

For the investigated operating condition, the numerical values of the eigenvalues for all the studies cases and their most relevant properties are listed in Table IV. The rows highlighted in grey represent the eigenvalues with the lowest damping factors. If excited, these dominant eigenvalues will determine the most poorly damped dynamic behaviour of that system around the linearization point. Although the results in Table IV are obtained for a single operation point, results from studies of individual cases in previous literature indicate that the general characteristics will still be valid for a reasonable range of combinations of controller and/or physical parameters [7, 19, 20, 23]. Taking that into account, and due to space constraints, the results are limited to a single set of parameters.

Apart from the damping factors and the frequencies of the eigenvalues, we have also calculated the sensitivity of the eigenvalue locations in the imaginary plane with respect to the parameters of the system ($p_k$). This information is useful to identify which parameters are related to instabilities or poorly damped oscillations, and could be modified to improve the stability margins. In this case, we have evaluated the normalized parametric sensitivity as in [7]

The results from Table IV show that all the eigenvalues of the systems have a negative real part. This corroborates the conclusions from the time-domain simulations, where all the analyzed systems were shown to be stable. From these values we can also see that, apart from the CCVSM, the rest of systems contain some eigenvalue with a low or very low damping factor. This implies that even if all the systems are stable, they contain modes that can cause poorly damped oscillations.

In the case of the SM, the results show that the oscillation frequency of 2.37 Hz of the dominant eigenvalue ($\lambda_2, \gamma$) corresponds to the frequency of the oscillation identified in Fig. 5. In fact, the parametric sensitivity shows that these eigenvalues are mainly influenced by the physical inductances $L_I, L_{mg}$ and $L_{mg}$ of the machine, meaning that the stability margins of this system are primarily determined by the design of the machine itself. From Table IV, we can also notice that the SM has a pair of poorly damped eigenvalues at a frequency of nearly 50 Hz. According to previous studies, this oscillation mode is usually neglected for SMs because of the slow mechanical reaction of the machine [26]. However, such “

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Eigenvalue $\lambda_i$</th>
<th>Damp. Freq. $\zeta_i$</th>
<th>Param. Sen. $\sigma_{\max}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>$-0.19$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>- $K_{slq}, L_I, L_{mg}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$-4.98 \pm j3.39$</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.54 $T_{ex}, L_{mg}, L_{mg}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$0.28 \pm j14.89$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.37 $L_I, R_{slq}, L_{mg}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$9.87 \pm j314.08$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.99 $R_s, L_{mg}, H_{f,d}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>$-11.2 \pm j0.59$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.09 $K_{ie}, K_{pi}, T_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-16.27 \pm j27.86$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.49 $K_{pdl}, K_{pl}, K_{s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>$-157.13 \pm j2227.21$</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>354.47 $K_{pdl}, L_{f}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>$-221.90 \pm j8809.25$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1402.04 $T_s, L_{f}, L_{p}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-3182.78$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$- T_s, K_{pi}, L_{p}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-3329.25$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$- K_s, K_{pi}, L_{p}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>$-14.58 \pm j314.16$</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>50 $R_s, L_g, L_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>$-20000.11 \pm j59.14$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.41 $T_s, H, L_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-6.37 \pm j4517.06$</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>819.18 $R_f, L_f, L_g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-20000 \pm j0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02 $K_s, L_f, L_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-30.2 \pm j523.25$</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>3.7 $H_s, K_s, K_g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-5.54 \pm j138.34$</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.92 $H_s, K_s, K_g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-73.27 \pm j308.52$</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>49.10 $R_s, L_g, L_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-1578.44 \pm j3101.65$</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>493.64 $K_{pdl}, C_{f}, L_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-1313.05 \pm j3804.04$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>605.43 $K_{pdl}, C_{f}, L_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-2017.2 \pm j6855.36$</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1091.06 $T_s, L_f, C_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-2408.36 \pm j7477.7$</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1190.11 $T_s, L_f, C_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-32044.38 \pm j3122.57$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>49.75 $T_s, K_{pi}, L_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-5.44 \pm j19.09$</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.04 $H_s, K_s, L_v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-11.26$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$- K_{pi}, K_{pi}, L_v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-11.34$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$- K_{pi}, K_{pi}, T_{ex}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-14.16 \pm j35.61$</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>5.67 $K_{pdl}, H_s, K_D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCVM</td>
<td>$-29.51 \pm j196.87$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>31.32 $K_{pdl}, K_{si}, L_v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-2122.76 \pm j550.59$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>87.63 $K_{pdl}, K_{pi}, L_g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-4934.58 \pm j1131.71$</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>180.12 $K_{pdl}, T_s, C_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-603.77 \pm j6912.45$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1100.15 $T_s, C_f, K_{si}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-1046.61 \pm j7812.09$</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1243.33 $T_s, C_f, K_{pi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$-32160.9 \pm j426.17$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67.83 $T_s, K_{pi}, L_f$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Less-damped modes | Modes associated to the inertial response |

Fig. 6: Dynamic response of grid-connected SME controlled inverters over a grid frequency variation: output power in the left and controller frequency in the right.
frequency resonances” can be also observed in the case of the SV and the CCVSM, and due to the fast regulation capabilities of power converters they might cause power oscillations and should be damped by adapting the controllers as discussed in [7], [26]. In the case of the SV, these modes have a relatively low damping factor, and can significantly influence the dynamic response to certain perturbations. In the case of the CCVSM these oscillation modes are dominant—they have the lowest damping factor—but they can be effectively damped by the virtual resistance \(R_v\) [7]. At this point it should be highlighted that unlike the SV and the CCVSM, the IE- and VCVSM-controlled converters do not exhibit these “synchronous frequency resonances”.

The most critical eigenvalues of the VCVSM- and IE-controlled systems are affected mainly by the filter capacitor \(C_f\) and the controller proportional gains \(K_{p_vL}, K_p\) and \(K_{p_M}\), associated with the PLL, the current control and voltage control loops, respectively. Regarding the SV and the CCVSM, from Table IV we can deduce that their dominant eigenvalues are primarily affected by the grid-side inductance \(L_g\) as well as the filter inductance with its parasitic resistance \((L_f + R_f)\) in the case of the SV and the virtual machine windings \((L_s, R_s)\) in the case of the CCVSM. This means that the stability margins of the SV are mainly determined by the parameters of the electrical circuit whereas the CCVSM is more influenced by the control parameters.

From Table IV we can also identify the modes that are related to the inertial behaviour of SME-controlled inverters (highlighted in red), which determine the inertial response of the system. In the case of the SV, the CCVSM and the VCVSM technique we can see that these modes have a very low oscillation frequency \((f_{6.7} = 3.7 \text{ Hz, } f_{7.8} = 2.92 \text{ Hz and } f_{5.6} = 5.67 \text{ Hz, respectively})\). Regarding the IE technique, the damping term \((K_D)\) and the virtual inertia \((H)\) do not significantly influence any of the modes of the system. However, we can see from the results that the gains of the PLL, from which the inertia is emulated, have a strong influence in two modes with a low oscillation frequency \((f_{2.3} = 4.43 \text{ Hz})\). From this analysis we can conclude that all the SME techniques have low frequency modes directly or indirectly associated with the emulation of inertial behaviour of the virtual swing equation. In fact, the frequency and power perturbations carried out in Section III cause low frequency oscillations that are directly related to these dynamic modes, meaning that for these perturbations the most influential modes are the ones associated to the emulation of inertia. Although the discussions above are based on the eigenvalues at a particular point of operation \((0.5 \text{ p.u.)}, the eigenvalue trajectories in Figure 7 show that, except in the IE case, changes in the operation point do not significantly influence the modes of the system. The conclusions from the paper can be hence extrapolated to the entire range of operation. Due to the lack of space, a more in depth analysis of the IE controller is left for future research.

As a means to gain more information about the relation between the states of the system and the eigenvalues, we have also carried out a participation factor analysis according to [9].

In order to represent this relationship in a percentage scale, we have also weighted the participation factors as in [27]. In Fig. 8 we show the states that have a weighted participation in the critical mode that is higher than a 10%. These charts show that in most cases the output current of the converter \((\tilde{i}_o)\), the grid-side current \((\tilde{i}_g)\) and the filter capacitor voltage \((\tilde{v}_f)\) are the states with a highest participation factor. The CCVSM is the only exception as the most influencing state is the current flowing through the virtual SM windings \((\tilde{i}_s)\), but the grid-side currents also have a high participation factor in this case. In the case of the IE- and VCVSM-controlled inverter we can also see that the states associated with the delay of the PWM \((\beta_2)\) have a significant influence in the dominant eigenvalues.

Based on the study of the eigenvalues and their properties, the CCVSM provides the highest stability margins among the studied approaches. However, the oscillation frequencies of the critical modes for the other VSM-based cases, i.e. the SV and the VCVSM, are near the resonance frequency of the \(LCL\) impedance between the converter and the grid. Thus, it can be expected that utilization of active damping techniques for this frequency range might significantly improve the margins of these cases. This consideration is also in accordance with the results obtained in [8].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a comparative eigenvalue-based evaluation of four different synchronous machine emulation (SME) techniques in terms small-signal dynamics, taking a synchronous machine (SM) as the benchmark system. The four SME techniques are selected to represent the main general classes of implementations established in literature, and the results show how all these control schemes can provide an inertial response with higher damping than the SM. This is mainly because the SME techniques can be implemented with a higher damping coefficient in the emulated swing equation than what results from the practical design of a SM, but also because the SME techniques can be designed without...
the slow response of a mechanical governor. Among the four investigated SME techniques, the SV, CCVSM and VCVSM provide a similar inertial response under perturbations in the grid frequency as well as in the power reference. While the IE can provide inertial response to frequency variations, it does not exhibit similar dynamics as the other techniques when exposed to power reference variations, since it does not explicitly emulate a SM swing equation and only responds to the variations in the estimated grid frequency.

The eigenvalue analysis has also shown that the CCVSM has the highest stability margins for the investigated operating conditions. However, the eigenvalues of the SV and the VCVSM with the lowest damping are mainly associated with the LCL filter dynamics. Thus, active damping techniques designed for attenuating LC-oscillations can significantly improve the stability margins of these control techniques. Thus, it is expected that all the schemes can be designed to ensure sufficient stability margins, but with slightly different small-signal dynamics due to the different control system configurations.
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